
Anglo-Nordic Moomin export items 2021-2022



See product in online store

19100

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749191007

Moomin jumbo felt tip pens 12
pcs

See product in online store

19101

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749191014

Moomin jumbo colouring
pencils 12 pcs

See product in online store

19102

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749191021

Moomin colouring pencils 24
pcs

See product in online store

19103

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749191038

Moomin watercolours 12 pcs

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749191007
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749191014
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749191021
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749191038


See product in online store

19104

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749191045

Moomin drawing pad A4 80g

See product in online store

19205

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 7312460192052

Moomin jumbo crayons 16
pcs

See product in online store

42817

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428172

Size: A4

Moominvalley drawing pad A4
30p

See product in online store

42819

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428196

Size: A4

Moominvalley colouring pad
A4 24 pict

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749191045
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/7312460192052
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428172
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428196


See product in online store

40390

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749403902

Moomin notebook A4/40
7x7mm squares

See product in online store

40391

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749403919

Moomin notebook A5/40
7x7mm squares

See product in online store

40392

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749403926

Size: A4

Moomin ABC wire notebook
A4/80 7x7mm squares

See product in online store

40393

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749403933

Size: A5

Moomin ABC wire notebook
A5/80 7x7mm squares

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749403902
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749403919
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749403926
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749403933


See product in online store

40394

Sales batch: 8 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749403940

Moomin wire notebook A5,
hard cover, black assortment

See product in online store

41022

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749410221

Moomin notebook A4/40
colour assortment

See product in online store

41023

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749410238

Moomin notebook A5/40
colour assortment

See product in online store

41024

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749410245

Moomin wire notebook A4/80
assorted colours

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749403940
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749410221
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749410238
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749410245


See product in online store

41025

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749410252

Moominvalley wire notebook
A5/80 assorted designs

See product in online store

41835

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749418357

Moomin pencil sharpener the
Groke

See product in online store

41843

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749418432

Moomin elastic band folder
comic strip

See product in online store

42099

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749420992

Moomin waxcover notebook
A5

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749410252
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749418357
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749418432
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749420992


See product in online store

42101

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749421012

Moomin notes pad A5

See product in online store

42110

Sales batch: 45 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749421104

Moomin ballpoint pen in desk
display

See product in online store

42112

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749421128

Moomin wallet

A wallet made of durable cotton with velcro fastening. The metal ring makes it
easy to fasten the wallet i.e. in a bag.

See product in online store

42115

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749421159

Moomin canvas bag, large
36x29x11cm

A large canvas bag made from very strong cotton. Broad and durable handles and
a zipper for closing the bag. The bottom of the bag is reinforced so that it can
stand upright. The lining is made of polyester.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749421012
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749421104
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749421128
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749421159


See product in online store

42562

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749425621

Väri: Keltainen Size: 19x13 cm, 224 s

Moomin notebook Flower
field, book bound

See product in online store

42563

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749425638

Väri: Valkoinen Size: 19x13 cm, 224 s

Moomin notebook Reading
moment, book bound

See product in online store

42565

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749425652

Väri: Pinkki Size: 19x13 cm, 224 s

Moomin notebook Love pink,
book bound

See product in online store

42820

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428202

Size: 13,5 x 19,5 cm

Moominvalley notebook
Summer Night

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749425621
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749425638
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749425652
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428202


See product in online store

42821

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428219

Size: 13,5 x 19,5 cm

Moominvalley notebook
Winter

See product in online store

42822

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428226

Size: 13,5 x 19,5 cm

Moominvalley notebook
Bridge

See product in online store

42823

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428233

Size: 17,5 x 25 cm (B5)

Moominvalley notebook B5
Summer Night

See product in online store

42824

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428240

Size: A5

Moominvalley notebook A5
Little-My asst.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428219
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428226
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428233
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428240


See product in online store

42940

Sales batch: 4 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429407

Size: 13,5 x 19,5 cm

Moominvalley notebook
Sunset

See product in online store

42960

Sales batch: 24 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429605

Moomin stationery set 4+2
pastel

See product in online store

42961

Sales batch: 24 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429612

Moomin pencils in 6pcs box,
pastel

See product in online store

42977

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429773

Väri: Violetti

Moomin tube pencil case
violet

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429407
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429605
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429612
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429773


See product in online store

42978

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429780

Väri: Turkoosi

Moomin tube pencil case
turqoise

See product in online store

42980

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429803

Väri: Punainen Size: A5 14,8 x 21 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A5
red

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

See product in online store

42981

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429810

Väri: Keltainen Size: A5 14,8 x 21 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A5
yellow

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429780
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429803
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429810


See product in online store

42982

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429827

Väri: Harmaa Size: A5 14,8 x 21 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A5
grey

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

See product in online store

42983

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429834

Väri: Vihreä Size: A5 14,8 x 21 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A5
green

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

See product in online store

42984

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429841

Väri: Punainen Size: A6 10,5 x 15 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A6
red

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429827
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429834
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429841


See product in online store

42985

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429858

Väri: Keltainen Size: A6 10,5 x 15 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A6
yellow

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

See product in online store

42986

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429865

Väri: Harmaa Size: A6 10,5 x 15 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A6
grey

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

See product in online store

42987

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429872

Väri: Vihreä Size: A6 10,5 x 15 cm

Moomin Pop Art notebook A6
green

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. Very colorful and playful
patterned designs. This soft touch notebook has a pleasant hand-feel and is made
of laminated cardboard, with 80 pages of lined 80-gram paper. Rounded corners.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429858
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429865
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429872


See product in online store

42988

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429889

Väri: Vihreä Size: 8 x 21 cm

Moomin Pop Art To-do pad
green

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. This TO-DO pad has
laminated cardboard cover, with 60 printed and perforated sheets to write your
daily tasks on. Sturdy background helps writing.

See product in online store

42991

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429919

Väri: Harmaa Size: 10 x 7,5 cm

Moomin Pop Art Stinky notes
gray

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. This envelope-shaped pack
of sticky notes has clever magnetic closing, and quality glue on each tag. Includes
60 printed notes, with 80 gram paper.

See product in online store

42992

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429926

Väri: Keltainen Size: 10 x 7,5 cm

Moomin Pop Art sticky notes
yellow

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. This envelope-shaped pack
of sticky notes has clever magnetic closing, and quality glue on each tag. Includes
60 printed notes, with 80 gram paper.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429889
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429919
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429926


See product in online store

43019

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430199

Väri: Punainen Size: 8 x 21 cm

Moomin Pop Art To-do pad
red

Moomin Pop Art stationery line is our novelty for 2020. This TO-DO pad has
laminated cardboard cover, with 60 printed and perforated sheets to write your
daily tasks on. Sturdy background helps writing.

See product in online store

43034POPART

Sales batch: 1 DP EAN/UPC: 6417749430342

Size: 22 x 55 x 24 cm

Moomin Pop Art full
counterdisplay 96pcs

Very eye-catching and ready-to-sell countertop display solution for Moomin Pop
Art line. The display includes total 96 pcs of different items:

24pcs of A5 notebooks

24 pcs of A6 notebooks

24 pcs of Sticky notes

24 pcs of To-do pads.

Dimensions: Depth 22cm, width 55cm, height 24 cm.

Invoiced as one item. Contents:

Ref EAN PCS

42980 6417749429803 Moomin Pop Art notebook A5 red 6

42981 6417749429810 Moomin Pop Art notebook A5 yellow 6

42982 6417749429827 Moomin Pop Art notebook A5 grey 6

42983 6417749429834 Moomin Pop Art notebook A5 green 6

42984 6417749429841 Moomin Pop Art notebook A6 red 6

42985 6417749429858 Moomin Pop Art notebook A6 yellow 6

42986 6417749429865 Moomin Pop Art notebook A6 grey 6

42987 6417749429872 Moomin Pop Art notebook A6 green 6

42988 6417749429889 Moomin Pop Art To-do pad green 12

43019 6417749430199 Moomin Pop Art To-do pad red 12

42991 6417749429919 Moomin Pop Art STINKY notes grey 12

42992 6417749429926 Moomin Pop Art sticky notes yellow 12

42996 6417749429964 Moomin Pop Art countertop display 1

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749430199
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749430342


See product in online store

43072

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430724

Väri: Turkoosi Size: A4

Moomin College pad A4 100
sheets ABC 7x7mm

Moomin ABC college pad is made in Finland. Fresh turqoise color on cover. Size
is A4 with 100 sheets. Pages have 7 x 7 mm squares.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749430724


See product in online store

PIKKUMUUMI_DP

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749428295

Moomin display filled with
small items 120 pcs

A ready-made display for small Moomin items. A classy felt display with 12
compartments filled with 120 pieces of small Moomin items. The items are set in
the display so all you need to do is open the lid and start selling. The felt material
is 100% polyester which is made of a raw material that consists of a minimum of
95% of recycycled PET-bottles that are grinded and mechanically felted to fibre
without chemicals.

Order with the product code "PIKKUMUUMI_DP", the assortment contains the
following items:

6417749427731 Moomin key ring Moomintroll 10

6417749427748 Moomin key ring Little My 20

6417749427755 Moomin key ring Snorkmaiden 10

6417749427762 Moomin key ring Snufkin 10

6417749427779 Moomin key ring Moominpappa 10

6417749427786 Moomin key ring Moominmamma 10

6417749427793 Moomin Hair clip Little My 10

6417749427809 Moomin Hiuspinni Snorkmaiden 10

6417749427816 Moomin Cord holder Hattifattener 10

6417749427823 Moomin Paper clip Little My 10

6417749427830 Moomin Paper clip Hattifattener 10

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749428295


See product in online store

42773

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427731

Moomin key ring Moomintroll

A soft Moomintroll key ring. Packaged in a polybag.

See product in online store

42774

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427748

Moomin key ring Little My

A soft Little My key ring. Packaged in a polybag.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427731
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427748


See product in online store

42775

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427755

Moomin key ring Snorkmaiden

A soft Snorkmaiden key ring. Packaged in a polybag.

See product in online store

42776

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427762

Moomin key ring Snufkin

A soft Snufkin key ring. Packaged in a polybag.

See product in online store

42777

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427779

Moomin key ring
Moominpappa

A soft Moominpappa key ring. Packaged in a polybag.

See product in online store

42778

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427786

Moomin key ring
Moominmamma

A soft Moominmamma key ring. Packaged in a polybag.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427755
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427762
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427779
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427786


See product in online store

42779

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427793

Moomin hair pins Little My

A happy Little My hair pin of which there are both left and right ones. Packaged in
a polybag.

See product in online store

42780

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427809

Moomin hair pins
Snorkmaiden

A happy Snorkmaiden hair pin of which there are both left and right ones.
Packaged in a polybag.

See product in online store

42781

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427816

Moomin cable holder
Hattifatteners

A funny Hattifatteners cable holder to keep the cables in order. Packaged in a
polybag.

See product in online store

42782

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427823

Moomin paper clip Little My

A funny Little My paper clip. Packaged in a polybag.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427793
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427809
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427816
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427823


See product in online store

42783

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749427830

Moomin paper clip
Hattifatteners

A funny Hattifatteners paper clip. Packaged in a polybag.

See product in online store

42912

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429124

Size: 33/44x15x35cm

Oursea tote bag

Material cottonblend, lining and straps cotton. Inside a pocket for the mobile
phone.

The Baltic Sea is one of the most polluted seas in the world. The greatest
environmental problem it faces is eutrophication caused by excessive nutrient
loads. As they are today, the protective measures of the countries surrounding the
Baltic Sea are not sufficient for removing the problems the Baltic Sea faces. The
Moomins and the John Nurminen Foundation will start a one-year fund raising
campaign to save the Baltic Sea and its vibrant culture. Help the Moomins and the
John Nurminen Foundation to clean #OURSEA.

Campaign products are marked using the campaign mark to show that they
belong to the campaign and that a part of their price will go towards the campaign.

See product in online store

42915

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429155

Size: Halk. 50mm

Oursea floating keyring

A floating key ring made of cork for ie. boat keys. On one side the text #Oursea
and on the other side the Moomintroll. Diameter 50mm.

The Baltic Sea is one of the most polluted seas in the world. The greatest
environmental problem it faces is eutrophication caused by excessive nutrient
loads. As they are today, the protective measures of the countries surrounding the
Baltic Sea are not sufficient for removing the problems the Baltic Sea faces. The
Moomins and the John Nurminen Foundation will start a one-year fund raising
campaign to save the Baltic Sea and its vibrant culture. Help the Moomins and the
John Nurminen Foundation to clean #OURSEA.

Campaign products are marked using the campaign mark to show that they
belong to the campaign and that a part of their price will go towards the campaign.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749427830
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429124
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429155


See product in online store

42918

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429186

Size: B5

Oursea loggbook/guestbook

A notebook to be used as a guest book or as a log book with hard soft touch front
and back. Size B5 (front 17,5x25cm), inside 120 g blanc paper.

The Baltic Sea is one of the most polluted seas in the world. The greatest
environmental problem it faces is eutrophication caused by excessive nutrient
loads. As they are today, the protective measures of the countries surrounding the
Baltic Sea are not sufficient for removing the problems the Baltic Sea faces. The
Moomins and the John Nurminen Foundation will start a one-year fund raising
campaign to save the Baltic Sea and its vibrant culture. Help the Moomins and the
John Nurminen Foundation to clean #OURSEA.

Campaign products are marked using the campaign mark to show that they
belong to the campaign and that a part of their price will go towards the campaign.

See product in online store

42919

Sales batch: 12 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429193

Size: A5

Oursea wire notebook

WO notebook with hard cardboard front and back and lined pages. Size A5.

The Baltic Sea is one of the most polluted seas in the world. The greatest
environmental problem it faces is eutrophication caused by excessive nutrient
loads. As they are today, the protective measures of the countries surrounding the
Baltic Sea are not sufficient for removing the problems the Baltic Sea faces. The
Moomins and the John Nurminen Foundation will start a one-year fund raising
campaign to save the Baltic Sea and its vibrant culture. Help the Moomins and the
John Nurminen Foundation to clean #OURSEA.

Campaign products are marked using the campaign mark to show that they
belong to the campaign and that a part of their price will go towards the campaign.

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429186
https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/6417749429193


See product in online store

42920

Sales batch: 45 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429209

Oursea ballpoint pen in
display

High oerformance ball point pens with metallic details. Excellent ink. The display
fits 45 pens. On the barrel the text #Oursea and on the metallic clip the text
Moomin.

The Baltic Sea is one of the most polluted seas in the world. The greatest
environmental problem it faces is eutrophication caused by excessive nutrient
loads. As they are today, the protective measures of the countries surrounding the
Baltic Sea are not sufficient for removing the problems the Baltic Sea faces. The
Moomins and the John Nurminen Foundation will start a one-year fund raising
campaign to save the Baltic Sea and its vibrant culture. Help the Moomins and the
John Nurminen Foundation to clean #OURSEA.

Campaign products are marked using the campaign mark to show that they
belong to the campaign and that a part of their price will go towards the campaign.
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See product in online store

42922

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429223

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting beanie
black

A very well reflecting beanie, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft and
warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the black beanie with the character
the Groke. Onesize.

See product in online store

42923

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429230

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting beanie red

A very well reflecting beanie, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft and
warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the red beanie with the character
Little My. Onesize.

See product in online store

42924

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429247

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting beanie blue

A very well reflecting beanie, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft and
warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the blue beanie with the character
the Moomintroll. Onesize.

See product in online store

42925

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429254

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting beanie lime

A very well reflecting beanie, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft and
warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the lime beanie with the character
the Moomintroll. Onesize.
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See product in online store

43028

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430281

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting neck
warmer

A very well reflecting neck warmer, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft
and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, with the character the
Moomintroll. Onesize.
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See product in online store

42926

Sales batch: 5 PAR EAN/UPC: 6417749429261

Size: S

Moomin reflecting glove S

Very well reflecting finger gloves, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft
and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side with the character the Moomintroll.
Four sizes.

See product in online store

42927

Sales batch: 5 PAR EAN/UPC: 6417749429278

Size: M

Moomin reflecting glove M

Very well reflecting finger gloves, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft
and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side with the character the Moomintroll.
Four sizes.

See product in online store

42928

Sales batch: 5 PAR EAN/UPC: 6417749429285

Size: L

Moomin reflecting glove L

Very well reflecting finger gloves, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft
and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side with the character the Moomintroll.
Four sizes.

See product in online store

43037

Sales batch: 5 PAR EAN/UPC: 6417749430373

Size: XL

Moomin reflecting glove XL

Very well reflecting finger gloves, knitted out of acryl- and reflecting yarn. A soft
and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side with the character the Moomintroll.
Four sizes.
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See product in online store

42929

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429292

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting children's/
youngsters' beanie red

A very well reflecting children’s/youngsters’ beanie, knitted out of acryl- and
reflecting yarn. A soft and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the red
beanie with the character Little My. Onesize.

See product in online store

42930

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429308

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting children's/
youngsters’ beanie blue

A very well reflecting children’s/youngsters’ beanie, knitted out of acryl- and
reflecting yarn. A soft and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the blue
beanie with the character the Moomintroll. Onesize.

See product in online store

42931

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429315

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting
children's//youngsters’ beanie
lime

A very well reflecting children’s/youngsters’ beanie, knitted out of acryl- and
reflecting yarn. A soft and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the lime
beanie with the character the Moomintroll. Onesize.
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See product in online store

42932

Sales batch: 5 PAR EAN/UPC: 6417749429322

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting children's/
youngsters’ mitten

Very well reflecting children’s/youngsters’ mittens, knitted out of acrylic
and reflecting yarn. A soft and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side with the
character the Moomintroll. Onesize.

See product in online store

42965

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749429650

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting children's/
youngsters’ beanie black

A very well reflecting children’s/youngsters’ beanie, knitted out of acryl- and
reflecting yarn. A soft and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, in the black
beanie with the character the Groke. Onesize.

See product in online store

43029

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430298

Size: onesize

Moomin reflecting children's
neck warmer

A very well reflecting children’s/youngsters’ neck warmer, knitted out of acryl- and
reflecting yarn. A soft and warm fleece lining. A fabric tag on the side, with the
character the Moomintroll. Onesize.
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See product in online store

43030

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430304

Reflecting pendant
Moomintroll

Reflecting pendants for bags or keys. Three characters: the Moomintroll, Little My
and the Hattifatteners.

The character is printed on reflecting fabric on both sides. The metallic chain,
keyring and hook are silver colored. Easy to attach to a bag, backpack, keys etc. A
soft and fluffy pompom hangs in a separate chain. The pompom for
the Moomintroll is turquoise.

See product in online store

43031

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430311

Reflecting pendant Little My

Reflecting pendants for bags or keys. Three characters: the Moomintroll, Little My
and the Hattifatteners.

The character is printed on reflecting fabric on both sides. The metallic chain,
keyring and hook are silver colored. Easy to attach to a bag, backpack, keys etc. A
soft and fluffy pompom hangs in a separate chain. The pompom for Little My is
red.

See product in online store

43032

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430328

Reflecting pendant
Hattifatteners

Reflecting pendants for bags or keys. Three characters: the Moomintroll, Little My
and the Hattifatteners.

The character is printed on reflecting fabric on both sides. The metallic chain,
keyring and hook are silver colored. Easy to attach to a bag, backpack, keys etc. A
soft and fluffy pompom hangs in a separate chain. The pompom for the
Hattifatteners is white.
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See product in online store

43080

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430809

Moomin medium metal frame
bag 21x9

A lovely blue pouch with Moomin ABC letters and numbers. You can use this ie.
for sunglasses or make up. The pouch is made of thick cotton with a chiffon lining
and metal frame. The pouch is 20x9x6cm. It can be washed with a mild cycle in
40°c.

See product in online store

43081

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430816

Moomin large metal frame
bag 20x20

A lovely dark blue pouch with Moomin ABC letters and numbers. The pouch is
made of thick cotton with a chiffon lining and metal frame. The pouch is
20x20x8cm. It can be washed with a mild cycle in 40°c.

See product in online store

43083

Sales batch: 10 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430830

Moomin ABC shopping bag

A multiuse bag with Moomin ABC letters and numbers. The bag has a small inner
pocket and is made of thick cotton. The bag is 40x40x8cm. It can be washed with
a mild cycle in 40°c.
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See product in online store

43084

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430847

Moomin ABC foldable
umbrella

A lovely dark blue umbrella with the text umbrella in Moomin ABC letters. The
umbrella is opened and closed by pushing a button. The umbrella can be folded
and is only 34cm long, which makes it easy to carry along in its own pouch.
Opened the umbrella is 66cm tall and the diameter is 106cm. The fabric ic
polyester and the handle is made of rubber.
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See product in online store

43082

Sales batch: 5 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749430823

Moomin ABC take away mug

A Moomin ABC themed take away mug for the commute to work, to the office, to
have in the car etc. The outer material is a really pleasant bamboo fiber and the
inner material is stainless steel. The lid is polypropylene, thermoplastic rubber and
food grade siliscone. The mug has passed the required safety tests. The capacity
of the mug is 450 ml and the size is 8,2 x 17,2 cm.

Instructions for wash and use

1. Wash the mug before the first use

2. Hand wash only

3. No microwave, no oven, no flame

4. Don't overfill the hot drink to avoid spilling

5. Don't use steel wool to avoid scratching the surface

6. Allowed temperature for the drink: 0°c — 100°c
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42578

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 6417749425782

Warranty (mo): 24

Moomin good night light in
display

Moomin good night light is is a sympathetic and soothing bedtime light for children.
The light is turned on/off from a swith underneath the light. The light is equipped
with a tyimer function, which turns the light off after being lit for 15 minutes. The
light functions with 3x LR44 batteries which are included and installed. The
surface is a pleasant and soft nontoxic plastic. The package includes a user
manual in Finnish, Swedish and English.

The size of the light: 13 x 7,5 x 9 cm. The product fulfills the requirements of
the EN71-1, EN71-2 and EN71-3 standards.

Not suitable for children under the age of three. CE approved.

See product in online store

MM37158

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371586

Moomin Night Light 13cm
giftbox

Moomin night light is is a sympathetic and soothing bedtime light for children. The
light is turned on/off from a swith underneath the light. The light is equipped with a
tyimer function, which turns the light off after being lit for 15 minutes. The light
functions with 3x LR44 batteries which are included and installed. The surface is a
pleasant and soft nontoxic plastic. The package includes a user manual in Finnish,
Swedish and English.

The size of the light: 13 x 7,5 x 9 cm. The product fulfills the requirements of
the EN71-1, EN71-2 and EN71-3 standards.

Not suitable for children under the age of three. CE approved.
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See product in online store

MM37172

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371722

Moomin Little My night light
13cm giftb

Moomin Little My night light is is a sympathetic and soothing bedtime light for
children. The light is turned on/off from a swith underneath the light. The light is
equipped with a timer function, which turns the light off after being lit for 15
minutes. The light can also be swiched on and off by tapping it. The light functions
with 3x LR44 batteries which are included and installed. The surface is a pleasant
and soft nontoxic plastic. The package includes a user manual in Finnish, Swedish
and English.

The size of the light: 13 x 7,5 x 9 cm. The product fulfills the requirements of
the EN71-1, EN71-2 and EN71-3 standards.

Not suitable for children under the age of three. CE approved.

See product in online store

MM37173

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371739

Moomin Snorkmaiden night
light 13cm giftbox

Moomin Snorkmaiden night light is is a sympathetic and soothing bedtime light for
children. The light is turned on/off from a swith underneath the light. The light is
equipped with a tyimer function, which turns the light off after being lit for 15
minutes. The light can also be swiched on and off by tapping it. The light functions
with 3x LR44 batteries which are included and installed. The surface is a pleasant
and soft nontoxic plastic. The package includes a user manual in Finnish, Swedish
and English.

The size of the light: 13 x 7,5 x 9 cm. The product fulfills the requirements of
the EN71-1, EN71-2 and EN71-3 standards.

Not suitable for children under the age of three. CE approved.
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MM37149

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371494

Moomin Snufkin night light
13cm in gift box

Moomin Snufkin night light is is a sympathetic and soothing bedtime light for
children. The light is turned on/off from a swith underneath the light. The light is
equipped with a timer function, which turns the light off after being lit for 15
minutes. The light can also be swiched on and off by tapping it. The light functions
with 3x LR44 batteries which are included and installed. The surface is a pleasant
and soft nontoxic plastic. The package includes a user manual in Finnish, Swedish
and English.

The size of the light: 13 x 7,5 x 9 cm. The product fulfills the requirements of
the EN71-1, EN71-2 and EN71-3 standards.

Not suitable for children under the age of three. CE approved.

See product in online store

MM37176

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371760

Moomin Hattifatt. night light
20cm giftbox

Moomin Hattifattener good night light is is a sympathetic and soothing bedtime
light for children. The light is turned on/off from a swith underneath the light. The
light is equipped with a timer function, which turns the light off after being lit for 15
minutes. The light can be swiched off also by tapping it. The light functions with 3x
LR44 batteries which are included and installed. The surface is a pleasant and soft
nontoxic plastic. The package includes a user manual in Finnish, Swedish and
English.

The size of the light: 20 x 7,5 x 9 cm. The product fulfills the requirements of
the EN71-1, EN71-2 and EN71-3 standards.

Not suitable for children under the age of three. CE approved.
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See product in online store

MM37105

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371050

Moomin good night light 22cm
USB + battery

Moomin good night light is available also in a bigger size, 22cm. The soft and
soothing white light is excellent for bedtime routines in the children's room. The
brightness is adjusted by tapping the light. Four different options: three different
levels of brightness + off. The light functions with 3x AAA batteries (not included)
or with a usb-cable that can be connected to a 5V power source (not included).
The switch for choosing the power source is underneath the light.

See product in online store

MM37171

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371715

Moomin Snorkmaiden night
light 22cm

Moomin Snorkmaiden good night light is available also in a bigger size, 22cm. The
soft and soothing white light is excellent for bedtime routines in the children's
room. The brightness is adjusted by tapping the light. Four different options: three
different levels of brightness + off. The light functions with 3x AAA batteries (not
included) or with a usb-cable that can be connected to a 5V power source (not
included). The switch for choosing the power source is underneath the light.
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MM37259

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060372590

Little My Night Light 22CM
usb+battery

Little My good night light is available also in a bigger size, 22cm. The soft and
soothing white light is excellent for bedtime routines in the children's room. The
brightness is adjusted by tapping the light. Four different options: three different
levels of brightness + off. The light functions with 3x AAA batteries (not included)
or with a usb-cable that can be connected to a 5V power source (not included).
The switch for choosing the power source is underneath the light.

AVAILABLE IN DECMBER 2021

See product in online store

MM37262

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060372620

Moomin Hug Night Light
22CM usb+battery

mOOMIN hUG NIGHT LIGHT IS AVAILABLE IN SIZE 20 CM. The soft and
soothing white light is excellent for both the children's and adults' bedrooms. The
brightness is adjusted by tapping the light. Four different options: three different
levels of brightness + off. The light functions with 3x AAA batteries (not included)
or with a usb-cable that can be connected to a 5V power source (not included).
The switch for choosing the power source is underneath the light.

AVAILABLE IN DECMBER 2021
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MM37165

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371654

Moomin silicon LED taplight
22cm

Moomin LED-light is calming and pleasant source of light. The light is easy to
switch on and off by tapping it. By tapping you can also adjust the brightness of
the lamp. There are five different brightness levels. Moomin LED-light works both
with micro-USB and batteries.

Instructions:
1. To turn on: Press the round button switch at the bottom or press the"ON" button
on the remote control.
2. To turn off: Press the round button switch at the bottom or press the "OFF"
button on the remote control, or tap to the "OFF" position.
3. To operate the remote control: Press the "ON" button to switch to working
mode, and adjust the brightness of the light through the '+' and '-' buttons on the
remote control. There are 5 positions. While in the working state, press the "OFF"
button to exit the working mode. The product has a brightness memory function.
After powering off and turning it back on, the brightness at the last shutdown
applies to the product.
4. To operate the tap function: The light turns brighter with every single tap. There
are 5 brightness positions. Then the light is the brightest, give a tap to exit working
mode, and give another tap to enter working mode.

Package content:
1. Light
2. Micro-USB -cabel
3. Remote control
4. Instructions in Finnish, Swedish and English

Product also contains rechargeable lithium battery. When the battery is charging,
the sign light is red. When the battery is fully charged, the sign light turns green.

Measurements: 124.5mm x 158.85mm x216mm (PxLxK)

Power supply: 3 x 1,5v LR03 batteries or DC 5,0V Micro-USB
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See product in online store

MM37196

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371968

Moomin DIY wooden house
with light

A DIY Moominhouse made of thin plywood. The light is turned on/off from a swith
underneath the light. The light is equipped with a timer function, which turns the
light off after being lit for 15 minutes. The light can also be swiched on and off by
tapping it. The light functions with 3x LR44 batteries which are included and
installed.

The package contains 113 parts, a light source, one bottle of glue, 1 sanding stick
and instructions in three languages (EN, FI & SE). CE approved.

Assembly size: 179x144x300mm.

Power input: DC 4,5V/0,04A. The product fulfills the requirements of the EN71-1,
EN71-2 and EN71-3 standards.

Not suitable for children under the age of three. CE approved.
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MM37107

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371074

Moomin 60cm Light

A big Hattifattener light that works as a design element in the living room as well
as in the children's room. The light is turned on by pressin the switch a the bottom
or pressing the "ON" button on the remote control. The light has 8 different levels
of brightness. The light has a memory function, that makes the light turn on the
next time at the same level of brightness as it was when it was turned off the last
time.

Contains a user manual in Finnish, Swedish and English. The product contains a
rechargeable lithium battery. The height is 60cm. The rated operating voltage is
DC 3,7V, max. power 2,9W.

Available in June 2020.

See product in online store

MM37178

Sales batch: 1 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371784

Hattifattener 60cm Light

A big Hattifattener light that works as a design element in the living room as well
as in the children's room. The light is turned on by pressin the switch a the bottom
or pressing the "ON" button on the remote control. The light has 8 different levels
of brightness. The light has a memory function, that makes the light turn on the
next time at the same level of brightness as it was when it was turned off the last
time.

Contains a user manual in Finnish, Swedish and English. The product contains a
rechargeable lithium battery. The height is 60cm. The rated operating voltage is
DC 3,7V, max. power 2,9W.

Available in June 2020.
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MM37108

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371081

Moomin torch projector

A flashlight that projects different kinds of Moomin pictures. Can be used as a
flashlight and also as a photo reflecting projector. Each picture disc tells its own
kind of Moomin- themed story using pictures. There is three different subjects in
the picture discs: Family, Love and Adventure.

Package contains torch projector and three different picture discs that each has
eight pictures.

Instructions:
1. Slide slot cover back.
2. Insert disc into the slot.
3. Switch on the light.
4. Turn lens head for focus.
5. Dial disc for next photo.

Battery: 3 x 1,5V LR44.

See product in online store

MM37161

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371616

Moomin mystery figure

Six different surprises! Moomin mystery figure package contains six different
Moomin figures: Moomintroll, Snorkmaiden, Moominpappa, Moominmamma, Little
My and Snufkin. Each Moomin figure appears once in the six piece set.

Material: PVC
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MM37197

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371975

Moomin timer

A lovely Moomin timer to to be used in the kitchen or anywhere else. Functions
without batteries. Timing 1-60 minutes.

1. Rotate the timer colockwise from 0 to 0 to initiate the timer

2. Rotate the timer counterclockwise to set the timer to your desired time

3. The timer will ring after your desired time

AVAILABLE IN NOVEMBER

See product in online store

MM37198

Sales batch: 6 PCS EAN/UPC: 4897060371982

Little My timer

A lovely Little My timer to to be used in the kitchen or anywhere else. Functions
without batteries. Timing 1-60 minutes.

1. Rotate the timer colockwise from 0 to 0 to initiate the timer

2. Rotate the timer counterclockwise to set the timer to your desired time

3. The timer will ring after your desired time

AVAILABLE IN NOVEMBER

Hyttimestarintie 3, 02780 Espoo, phone: 09 4153 5330, fax: 09 4153 5223, myynti@anglo.fi, kauppa.anglo.fi

https://shop.anglo.fi/fi/tuote/4897060371982
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